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Study of the genetic and developmental architecture of mate preferences
lags behind the study of sexual ornaments. This is in part because of the
challenges involved in describing mate preferences, which are expressed as
a function of variation in ornaments. We used the function-valued approach
to test for genetic and environmental components of variation in female
mate preferences in Enchenopa treehoppers (Hemiptera: Membracidae).
These insects communicate with plant-borne vibrational signals, and offer a
case study of speciation involving sexual selection and environmental
change. We focused on female preferences for male signal frequency, the
most divergent signal trait in Enchenopa. Obtaining complete, individuallevel descriptions of mate preferences in a full-sib, split-family rearing
experiment, we document substantial genetic variation in mate preference
functions. Focusing on traits describing variation in the shape of the preference functions, we further document considerable broad-sense heritability
and evidence of weak genotype 9 environment interaction in most traits.
Against the background of recent and rapid divergence in Enchenopa, these
results indicate potent mechanisms that maintain variation and sustain the
involvement of mate preferences in sexual selection.

Introduction
The genetic and developmental architecture of sexual
traits have particular relevance for understanding evolutionary processes such as sexual selection and speciation (Andersson, 1994; Ritchie & Phillips, 1998; Coyne
& Orr, 2004; Ritchie, 2007). For example, the presence
and magnitude of genetic variation in a trait determine
whether the trait can be given a role in divergence and
speciation by the process of Fisherian selection; and the
trait’s relationships with individual viability and condition influence how other components of natural and
sexual selection will act on it (Fisher, 1958; WestEberhard, 1983; Mead & Arnold, 2004; Andersson &
Simmons, 2006; Kokko et al., 2006; Prum, 2010; Hill,
2011; Clark, 2012). Additional evolutionary consequences may arise from phenotypic plasticity in sexual
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traits, either facilitating divergence or weakening sexual
selection (Qvarnstr€
om, 2001; West-Eberhard, 2003,
2005; Bailey & Zuk, 2008; Chaine & Lyon, 2008; Verzijden et al., 2012). And genetic variation in plasticity –
that is, genetic variation in reaction norms, also termed
genotype 9 environment interaction (G 9 E) (Via &
Lande, 1985; Lynch & Walsh, 1998) – can have varied
consequences for evolution via sexual selection, which
range from sustaining sexual selection, altering its course,
or halting it altogether (Greenfield & Rodrıguez, 2004;
Lehmann et al., 2007; Bussi
ere et al., 2008; Kokko &
Heubel, 2008; Rodrıguez et al., 2008; Higginson & Reader,
2009; Ingleby et al., 2010). There is, consequently,
considerable interest in the patterns of genetic and
environmental variation in traits such as sexual ornaments and mate preferences (Chenoweth & McGuigan,
2010).
A challenging aspect of research on variation in sexual traits involves describing mate preferences. Mate
preferences are function-valued traits (Meyer & Kirkpatrick, 2005; Stinchcombe et al., 2012), which is to say
that mate preferences are expressed as a function of the
features of the sexual ornaments encountered during
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mate choice. Accurate and complete description of mate
preferences thus requires using preference functions to
depict variation in sexual response according to variation in ornaments (Ritchie, 1996). This approach
emphasizes that any aspect of mate preferences can
generate and respond to sexual selection. For example,
preferences may evolve to favour different traits or trait
values among closely related species, creating divergent
sexual selection (Ritchie, 1996; Rodrıguez et al., 2006).
Alternatively, preferences may diverge in the strength
with which they disfavour deviation from preferred values for different ornament traits, creating variation in
the strength of sexual selection and in the concomitant
match between preferred values and ornament values
(Rodrıguez et al., 2006). Describing preference functions
is challenging, however, and most work characterizing
variation in mate preferences deals with component
features such as response thresholds; receptivity; preference strength; and preferred traits and values (Bakker
& Pomiankowski, 1995; Jennions & Petrie, 1997; Bakker, 1999; Qvarnstr€
om, 2001; Chenoweth & Blows,
2006; Chenoweth & McGuigan, 2010; Narraway et al.,
2010; Schielzeth et al., 2010; Wiley & Shaw, 2010). The
function-valued approach has been used to estimate
genetic variation from comparison of the preferences of
closely related species and their hybrids (Ritchie, 1996,
2000); and to estimate genetic variation from partial
descriptions of individual functions (Brooks & Endler,
2001; McGuigan et al., 2008; Delcourt et al., 2010). The
function-valued approach with complete individuallevel preference functions has only recently been used
to assess plasticity, repeatability (Fowler-Finn &
Rodrıguez, 2012a,b, unpublished data), and genetic variation (Ritchie et al., 2005) in mate preferences.
Here, we assess genetic and environmental variation
in mate preference functions, using complete, individual-level functions for each female. Evaluating the evolutionary implications of these measures requires a
study species wherein the role of mate preferences in
divergence is well understood. We used a member of the
Enchenopa binotata species complex of treehoppers
(Hemiptera: Membracidae), a clade of herbivorous
insects wherein changes in advertisement signals and
mate preferences are central to a process of speciation
mediated by the colonization of novel environments,
that is, host plant species (Wood, 1993; Cocroft et al.,
2008). Pair formation in the E. binotata complex involves
male–female duets of plant-borne vibrational signals
(Hunt, 1994; Cocroft et al., 2008). Males fly from plant
to plant producing advertisement signals, and females
attracted by a male signal back to engage him in a duet
and prompt him to search locally. Male and female signals are species-specific and function in mate choice
(Rodrıguez et al., 2004, 2006, 2012; Rodrıguez &
Cocroft, 2006; Cocroft et al., 2010). Female mate preferences appear to be the main cause of between-species
divergence in male signals (Rodrıguez et al., 2006), as
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well as the main cause of within-species variation in
male mating success (Sullivan-Beckers & Cocroft, 2010).
We focused on female mate preferences for male signal
frequency – which is, with host use, the most divergent
adult trait in the complex, and the signal trait for which
females have the strongest mate preferences (Rodrıguez
et al., 2006; Cocroft et al., 2008, 2010).
We discuss our results in terms of the role of mate
preferences in sexual selection and divergence. The
basic mechanisms of sexual selection (e.g. Fisherian
selection) require genetic variation in sexual traits
(Fisher, 1958; Mead & Arnold, 2004; Kokko et al.,
2006; Prum, 2010). We therefore focus on genetic variation in mate preference functions. In addition, plasticity and G 9 E can have varied consequences for sexual
selection. For example, expressed across environments
that populations encounter regularly, G 9 E may halt
sexual selection by disrupting patterns of assortative
mating and genetic covariance (Greenfield & Rodrıguez,
2004; Lehmann et al., 2007; Kokko & Heubel, 2008;
Higginson & Reader, 2009) – but expressed across environments encountered less frequently, G 9 E may promote divergence by changing the dynamics of sexual
selection, that is, by changing the patterns of assortative
mating and sexual genetic covariance that create Fisherian selection (Rodrıguez et al., 2008). There is evidence
suggesting that G 9 E may be important in the early
stages of divergence in the E. binotata complex: G 9 E
is expressed in male signals across host plant species
(Rodrıguez et al., 2008). Here, we report results for
plasticity and G 9 E in mate preferences across environments that the treehoppers experience regularly,
that is, exemplars of their native host plant. At this low
scale of environmental heterogeneity, G 9 E should be
weak (Rodrıguez, 2012).

Materials and methods
Study species
In our field sites (Saukville, WI, USA), there are two
members of the E. binotata complex that live on Viburnum lentago plants (Caprifoliaceae): a species whose
males produce low-frequency signals (mean dominant
frequency = 180 Hz), and another whose males produce higher frequency signals (315 Hz). These species
await taxonomic description, but male signal frequency
is useful to distinguish species in the complex
(Rodrıguez et al., 2004; Hamilton & Cocroft, 2009;
Cocroft et al., 2010). We used the low signal frequency
species, and kept voucher specimens in 95% EtOH.
Rearing experiment
We partitioned variation among families (as a proxy for
genotype) and environments with a full-sib, split-family
rearing design (Roff, 1997). This design provides an
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estimate of broad-sense heritability (H2), which
includes additive and nonadditive genetic variation and
maternal effects (Roff, 1997). H2 does not predict the
short-term response to selection with the breeder’s
equation, but our goal was to evaluate overall genetic
variability that may influence evolution, where nonadditive variation and maternal effects are relevant (Day
& Bondurianksy, 2011).
We assessed variation due to developmental environments with a sample of the treehoppers’ host plants
(V. lentago) acquired from a local native-plants source
that grows the plants from seed (Johnson’s Nursery,
Inc., Menomonee Falls, WI, USA). Rearing plants were
all similar in size (~0.5–0.9 m in height), condition and
phenology, and thus represent a fraction of the range
of conditions the treehoppers experience in nature.
To establish the full-sib families, we collected mated
females at the end of the summer at the UWM Field
Station, Saukville, WI, USA. Because E. binotata females
mate only once (Wood, 1993; Sullivan-Beckers &
Cocroft, 2010), each female’s brood is a full-sib family.
We allowed females to lay eggs on potted exemplars of
their host plant, one female per plant. On nymph eclosion, we divided the broods in half, placing each half
on its own rearing plant. We only used broods large
enough to allow 20 nymphs/plant (40 nymphs/family).
We thus started the experiment with 25 families. Of
these, we obtained full, individual-level preference
functions for females from both rearing plants for
n = 20 families, with a median sample of n = 10
females/family (mean = 11, range = 2–26). For each
replicate plant, median sample size was n = 5 females
(mean = 6, range = 1–14). The total sample of females
contributing full preference functions was n = 222.
Restricting the experiment to larger broods would allow
more replication within families, but at the cost of undersampling the diversity of families in the population.
We reared the insects in the greenhouse at temperatures corresponding to outside conditions, except that
on very warm days we used vents and shading to prevent extremes, and on very cloudy days we used supplemental lighting. Males were removed from rearing
plants within a week of the adult moult (before they
began to signal), to prevent mating and ensure female
receptivity in the playback experiments. We tested
females at the peak of their sexual receptivity at
6–8 weeks post-adult moult.
Describing mate preference functions
We used laser vibrometry and vibrational playbacks.
Laser vibrometry allows monitoring substrate-borne
vibrational signals without contacting the substrate
(preventing any alteration of its signal propagation features), and is well suited for the low-amplitude signals
used by Enchenopa. We used the number of female
response signals produced when duetting with playback

stimuli as the preference assay. The number of female
responses correlates well with the likelihood to respond
to stimuli, and provides a finer-detail description of variation in female response according to variation in stimulus traits (Rodrıguez et al., 2004, 2012; Fowler-Finn &
Rodrıguez, 2012a,b). We imparted stimuli onto the
playback plant with a piezo-controller and actuator,
and recorded the stimuli and the resulting female
responses with the laser vibrometer. To capture the full
shape of the preference functions, we used 19 playback
stimuli that spanned and slightly exceeded the species
range for male signal frequency. Each female received a
different random stimulus sequence. Each stimulus
consisted of a bout of three signals, corresponding to
the structure of male signals for this species, with all
traits but frequency set to the species mean. We generated the stimuli and controlled the playbacks with custom MATLAB scripts (available upon request). More
detailed methods are provided in Fowler-Finn &
Rodrıguez (2012a,b).
We generated preference functions with cubic spline
regressions, which do not make assumptions about
shape other than smoothness (Schluter, 1988). We
generated the splines in R v. 2.14.1 (R Development
Core Team, 2011) with the mgcv package and the gam
function, following Schluter (http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/
%7Eschluter/zoo502stats/Rtips.models.html#gam), and
optimizing the smoothing parameter for each individual
female (Fig. 1).
In addition to the above analysis, we deconstructed
variation in the shape of preference functions with four
traits extracted from the spline curves (Bailey, 2008;
Fowler-Finn & Rodrıguez, 2012a). We provide graphical
definitions of the traits in Fig. 3. The traits were as follows: (i) Peak preference: the signal frequency eliciting
the highest response for each female. (ii) Tolerance, or
preference width: how broadly a female continues to
show high response as stimuli deviate from peak
preference; measured at 67% of the peak in each
female’s function. (iii) Responsiveness: the mean level
of response for each female across stimuli. (iv) Preference strength: how strongly a female disfavours deviation from peak preference. We used two different
measures of preference strength. First, we used the
square of the coefficient of variation of each female’s
responses across stimuli (CV2; henceforth, preference
strengthCV2 ; Schluter, 1988; Fowler-Finn & Rodrıguez,
2012a,b). This measure results in greater strengths for
less responsive females (because CV = SD/mean). We
also used a measure that is independent of responsiveness: the range of variation in female response divided
by the standard deviation (range/SD) across the preference function (henceforth, preference strengthrange/SD),
modified from Gray & Cade (1999). Of the above traits,
tolerance, responsiveness and strength are correlated
with each other (Fowler-Finn & Rodrıguez, 2012a,b).
We study them separately because they may have
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Fig. 1 Example of the individual-level mate preference functions
that are the basis for our analysis of variation in Enchenopa
preferences for male signal frequency. The data in this Figure
correspond to one of 20 full-sib families. Each panel shows the
data points and cubic spline preference function generated for a
female. Columns correspond to the two replicate rearing plants
used for this family.

different consequences for sexual selection. Although
this increases the risk of spurious significance (Rice,
1989), corrections for multiple testing compromise statistical power (Nakagawa, 2004). We thus base interpretation on effect sizes (Nakagawa & Cuthill, 2007)
and focus on the magnitude of the effects: H2; variance
components; and rg (see below).
Estimating genetic and environmental variation in
preference functions
We used a linear mixed model in JMP 7.0.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). The dependent variable was the
number of responses females produced whilst duetting
with the playbacks (see above). The independent variables were as follows: family; replicate nested within
family; individual female nested within replicate and
family; and linear and quadratic terms for stimulus frequency and their interaction with family. All terms
including family, replicate or female are random effects.
In the E. binotata complex, mate preferences for signal
frequency are ‘closed’ or ‘unimodal’: females prefer
signals of intermediate frequency, and species differ
in which frequency is favoured (Rodrıguez et al.,
2006). Consequently, the term that tests for genetic
variation in these closed preference functions is the
family 9 quadratic stimulus frequency interaction
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Fig. 2 Variation among and within full-sib families in Enchenopa
mate preferences for male signal frequency. Each panel
corresponds to one family, and the two preference functions in
each panel correspond to the replicate-level cubic splines
generated with the mean response values of the females in each
split family.

(Rodrıguez et al., 2006; Fowler-Finn & Rodrıguez,
2012a,b). Note that this test assumes a quadratic preference shape, but we use it only for significance testing,
and depict preferences with the cubic splines (Figs 1
and 2). The term for replicate rearing plant tests for
plasticity in the overall elevation of the curves.
Estimating genetic and environmental variation in
preference function traits
We estimated H2, plasticity and G 9 E for each trait.
We calculated H2 and its standard error (SE) for a fullsib design with unequal family sizes (Roff, 1997), and
obtained 95% confidence intervals from the SE. We
used a linear mixed model (JMP, no intercept) with each
trait as the dependent variable and family and replicate
nested within family as independent random effects.
Significance for the hypothesis that H2 > 0 is provided
by the F-ratio for the family term, calculated with the
family Mean Square as the numerator and a combination of the replicate and residual Mean Squares as the
denominator. As this test takes into account variation
between the two rearing plants of each family, the H2
estimate is not confounded by common environments
within rearing plants.
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The term for replicate rearing plant tests for nondirectional plasticity in each trait, arising from variation
among developmental environments and from the social
groupings comprised by each split-family. Thus, this term
provides a random sample of variation in developmental
and social environments. This means that each family
was reared across slightly different environmental gradients. Consequently, family reaction norms may differ
(Fig. 3) either due to G 9 E or to differences in the gradients experienced by each family. We consider that non
G 9 E effects are likely to be minimal, for the following
reasons: gradient differences across pairs of rearing plants
were small (see above); removal of males from the rearing plants (see above) eliminated one known cause of
preference plasticity (experience of signalling; FowlerFinn & Rodrıguez, 2012a,b); and although social induction of preference plasticity may occur throughout the
treehoppers’ lives, this effect varies very little within
families (Rebar & Rodrıguez, unpublished data). Thus,
our test for G 9 E (see below) is likely to be only minimally confounded by differences in the gradients experienced across split-families. Nevertheless, we interpret
our results with caution as a general indication of the
presence of G 9 E, rather than as an indication of its true
magnitude. We also report the percentage variance components for family and rearing plant to give a sense of
their relative effect sizes.
We tested for nonparallel reaction norms (G 9 E)
with the cross-environmental genetic correlation (rg):
reaction norms are nonparallel when rg < 1 (Via &
Lande, 1985; Roff, 1997). We estimated rg with the Pearson correlation between split-family values across replicate plants (Roff, 1997; Astles et al., 2006; Zhou et al.,

Fig. 3 Reaction norms of the traits that decompose variation in
the shape of Enchenopa mate preference functions for signal
frequency. Graphical trait definitions in the left column. The two
columns with reaction norms correspond to the two methods to
estimate split-family values; left: means; right: splines as in Fig. 2.
The right-most column shows the two corresponding estimates
for rg. Black symbols indicate the rg estimate; grey bars indicate
the 95% CIs. In each reaction norm plot, the y-axis indicates the
phenotypic range of variation for each trait, except for preference
strength, where we show the range excluding three outlier
females that were beyond the 98% percentile (but note that
those females still influenced the replicate means).

Fig. 4 Example of two potential arrangements for the family
reaction norms (lines) for peak preference that may be used to
calculate rg. Each family was split among two replicate plants.
With replicate plant nested within family, there is no across-family
correspondence in the rearing conditions presented by replicates
‘a’ and ‘b’ (but those differences are small). An example of one
such arrangement is shown in the ‘unsorted’ panel on the left.
To estimate rg in a way that would be conservative for the test for
nonparallel reaction norms, we sorted replicates such that ‘a’
always had the lower split-family value. This arrangement is the
‘sorted’ panel on the right (as shown in Fig. 3). This makes it as
hard as possible for reaction norms to cross and for rg to be low.
It also creates the artefact of a positive slope in the reaction norms.
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Table 1 Function-valued assessment of genetic variation in
Enchenopa mate preference functions for male signal frequency.
The following terms are random effects: family; replicate rearing
plant (nested within family); female individual (nested within
replicate and family); and their interactions (see below). The term
of interest is the family 9 quadratic stimulus frequency
interaction, which tests for differences among families in the
overall shape of the preference functions. We include the main
linear and quadratic stimulus frequency terms for completeness.
The family, replicate and individual terms test for variation among
families in overall responsiveness – that is, in the ‘intercept’ of the
functions. Bold indicates significant terms.
Model testing whether H2 > 0
Term

MS

F

d.f.

P

Fam
Replicate
Fem indv
Freq
Freq2
Fam 9 freq
Fam 9 freq2

9.24
11.85
9.02
25.68
670.59
4.36
2.65

1.07
1.31
10.19
29.01
305.05
4.91
3.00

19,22.794
20,182
182,3956
1,3956
1,23.644
19,3974.7
19,3956

0.44
0.18
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

2008), and considered reaction norms nonparallel when
the upper 95% confidence limit of rg was < 0.9. We estimated split-family values in two ways: with the mean
for each split-family, and from split-family preference
functions (Fig. 2). As replicate plant is nested within
family, any one arrangement for plotting reaction norms
or calculating rg is arbitrary, that is, there is no correspondence across families in the conditions presented by
replicates ‘a’ or ‘b’ (although the differences are small).
To calculate rg, we therefore first arranged the replicates
such that ‘a’ had the lower value for each split-family
(Fig. 4). This restricts variation between family reaction
norms and makes the test for rg < 1 conservative.
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Results
Genetic variation in preference functions
Preference functions for signal frequency varied considerably among families and individual females (Figs 1
and 2; Tables 1 and 2). The significant family 9 quadratic frequency interaction (Table 1) points to genetic
variation in mate preferences as a whole. Visual inspection of the preference functions shows considerable variation in various aspects of their shape (Fig. 2), which we
proceeded to deconstruct with traits describing different
preference aspects. The term for replicate rearing plants
was not significant (Table 1), indicating little environmental variation in the overall elevation of the curves.
H2, plasticity and tentative G 3 E in preference
function traits
The family term was significant or marginally significant for four of the five traits (peak, tolerance,
strengthrange/SD and responsiveness); the corresponding
H2 estimates were large and the 95% CIs did not overlap zero (Table 2). Only preference strengthCV2 showed
no heritability (Table 2). We interpret these results as
evidence of substantial genetic variation in most preference traits.
The term for replicate plant was significant for all
traits but preference strengthCV2 , and percentage
variance components were comparable with those for
family (Table 2).
Reaction norms were often nonflat and nonparallel,
and there were reaction norm crossover for all traits,
especially tolerance and responsiveness (Figs 3 and 4).
The 95% CI for the rg estimates were below 0.9 for
most traits, but often overlapped 0.8; the lowest rg
estimates were for responsiveness (Fig. 3). The two

Table 2 Estimates of broad-sense heritability (H2) and overall plasticity in traits describing variation in the shape of Enchenopa mate
preference functions for male signal frequency (see also Fig. 3). Family and replicate rearing plant were random effects; replicate was
nested within family. Bold indicates significant or marginally significant terms.
Trait

Term(d.f.num,d.f.den)

MS

F

P

Peak

Fam(19,20.105)
Repl(20,183)
Res(183)
Fam(19,20.137)
Repl(20,183)
Res(183)
Fam(19,20.282)
Repl(20,183)
Res(183)
Fam(19, 20.124)
Repl(20,183)
Res(183)
Fam(19,20.159)
Repl(20,183)
Res(183)

1 13 146
61 613
23089.4
8563.97
4040.86
1980.47
5.5233
5.70133
5.74104
27.2678
13.2828
5.8992
12.5726
5.48892
3.11541

1.84
2.67

0.091
0.0003

0.53  0.33

2.13
2.04

0.051
0.0075

0.47  0.31

0.97
0.99

0.53
0.47

0.01  0.12

2.06
2.25

0.058
0.0026

0.50  0.31

2.30
1.76

0.036
0.028

0.43  0.29

Tolerance

StrengthCV2

Strengthrange/SD

Responsiveness
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H2  95% CL

% var comp
14.8
21.9
63.3
16.4
14.8
68.7
0.3
0.1
100.5
16.5
17.2
66.3
17.0
11.3
71.6
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methods for obtaining split-family values to calculate rg
(mean vs. splines) were discordant for preference
strengthCV2 , but here the split-family means may be
affected by an outlier (Fig. 3); excluding the outlier
yields rg = 0.58, 95% CI = 0.17–0.82. We interpret
these results as suggestive of weak G 9 E, perhaps
stronger for responsiveness. Note that the impression of
a positive slope in the reaction norms is an artefact of
the sorting to calculate rg (Fig. 4).

Discussion
We tested for genetic variation in female mate preferences using full, individual-level preference functions
as the trait of interest. We focused on female mate
preferences for male signal frequency in a member of
the E. binotata complex. We found evidence of genetic
variation in mate preference functions. We also found
substantial heritability and some plasticity in most of
the traits describing variation in the shape of the preference functions, and tentative evidence of weak
G 9 E.
Substantial genetic variation in mate preference
functions suggests that they can readily respond to
selection, and this included most of aspects of variation in shape. In the E. binotata complex, mate preferences for signal frequency have a recent history of
rapid divergence, with marked species differences in
peak preference (Rodrıguez et al., 2006). Against this
background, high levels of genetic variation in mate
preferences are remarkable – especially for peak preference, the trait that showed the highest heritability
but that has the lowest repeatability, plasticity and
overall variability (Fowler-Finn & Rodrıguez, 2012a,b,
unpublished data; Rebar & Rodrıguez, unpublished
data). We interpret these results as indicating that
peak preference does not vary a great deal between
individuals, but that a considerable amount of the
variation that is present has genetic underpinnings.
This points to the action of mechanisms that maintain
variation in mate preferences under strong selection
and rapid evolution, and underscores the potential for
mate preferences to have an important and ongoing
role in potential Fisherian selection.
Social and developmental causes of plasticity are confounded in our experiment. The variation in reaction
norms that we observed thus represents G 9 E plus differences in the gradient of conditions experienced by different families. However, because the conditions offered
by rearing plants and split-family groupings likely varied
only slightly across families (see above), confounding
factors likely account for a small fraction of the amongfamily differences in reaction norms. However, we use
caution in interpreting the data, and we take nonparallel
reaction norms only as a suggestion of G 9 E. Based on
our rg estimates, any such G 9 E is weak, except perhaps
for responsiveness. In turn, weak G 9 E expressed across

environments that the treehoppers regularly experience
may only have minimally disruptive effects on sexual
selection (cf. Greenfield & Rodrıguez, 2004). This finding
is also in agreement with the prediction that G 9 E will
be weak across environments encountered regularly
(Rodrıguez, 2012). This follows from the hypothesis that
selection can best act on genetic variation in plasticity
(G 9 E) at fine scales of environmental heterogeneity –
in contrast, selection loses this ability at broader scales of
heterogeneity, wherein G 9 E may be sustained
(Rodrıguez, 2012). Our estimates do not test this hypothesis (because we biased them towards weak G 9 E), but
are consistent with it, and we take them as a guideline
for future work on the effect of the scale of environmental heterogeneity on the expression of G 9 E.
In conclusion, preference functions and most aspects
of variation in their shape, including rapidly evolving
traits, showed a combination of high heritability and
low G 9 E that is consistent with sustained Fisherian
selection as a mechanism of sexual selection, and the
on-going evolution of mate choice.
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